
Hello Spring Class ☺



Today’s writing work…

I would like you to write all about your 
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. 

What did you get up on these days?
Did you leave some snacks for Father 
Christmas? 
Did your elf get up to anything naughty? 
What time did you wake up? 
Were you lucky enough to get what you asked 
for?



Year 2 Maths Work
How many points can you get in 15 minutes of independent 
work?
12x3=? 2/5 of 40? ? = 73-17 14+?=27 40÷10=?

A shop has 20 apples. It sells 
¼ of them. How many are 
left?

93,83,73,63, _, _, _, 
_, _, _

27÷3=? Find three numbers that 
add up to 17. 36÷3=?

7x4=? 1/2 of 38? 2x2=? 73-?=19 How many vertices does 
a cube have?

10x7=? 100-?=52 ½ of ? = 20 ½ of 14 ? 14,16,18, _, _, _, _, _, 
_, _, _

46-?=31 ? = 20-5 23+49=? 2/4 of 36? 21+11=?

Make 75p in 5 different 
ways. 16÷2=? 15+18=? Make 15p in 5 

different ways.

Kemi has 5 marbles. I have 7 
times that number. How many 
do I have?

1 point 2 points 3 points 4 points



Year 3 Maths
Practise some column multiplication.
Remember to multiply the ones first. I have done the first one for you to remind you how to do it.

If you want to do some more use a dice to make a two digit number and multiply it by either 3, 4 or 8. 

Use the multiplication grid if you need it. Miss M ☺



Reading
Read the extract from James and the Giant Peach.
Answer the questions.
Miss M ☺

‘Good gracious me!’ Aunt Spiker said, ‘What’s that awful noise?’

Both women swing round to look. The noise, of course, had been caused by the peach crashing through the 
fence that surrounded it, and now, gathering speed every second, it came rolling across the garden towards 
the place where Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker were standing.

The gaped. They screamed. They started to run. They panicked. They both got in each other’s way. They 
began pushing and jostling and each one of them was thinking only about saving herself. Aunt Sponge, the fat 
one, tripped over a box that she’d brought along to keep the money in and fell flat on her face. 

Write the answers in full sentences:

1. What did the peach crash through?
2. What was the peach rolling towards?
3. Write 3 things that the Aunts did when they saw 

the peach rolling?
4. Which Aunt tripped over a box?
5. What had the Aunt brought the box along for?
6. What did Aunt Sponge fall on?


